Many individual MMACC members have personal "green" practices and lifestyles. We work towards reconnecting with the earth and its resources also as a community entity.

ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES FOR MMACC

This list is evolving.
It is an intentional and important beginning.

• Print two-sided on MMACC related documents
• Reuse and recycle worship material
• Use recycled paper for copying
• Use eco-font when printing
• Use durable (reusable) and/or biodegradable ware at social engagements
• Use web-site and emails for communications to cut down paper trail, including the weekly bulletin and meeting minutes
• Avoid purchasing disposable plastics
• Purchase Fair Trade products where possible for MMACC celebrations
• Buy local produce for MMACC celebrations
• Offer tips on living "green" to the community in liturgy, in the bulletin, and through the educational events
• Use seasonal, planted or plantable arrangements for Liturgy
• Please suggest more ways we can both reduce our carbon footprint and care better for the earth.